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Graphene-based materials are single- or few-layer platelets that can be produced in bulk quantities by
chemical methods. Herein, we present a survey of the literature on polymer nanocomposites with
graphene-based fillers including recent work using graphite nanoplatelet fillers. A variety of routes used
to produce graphene-based materials are reviewed, along with methods for dispersing these materials in
various polymer matrices. We also review the rheological, electrical, mechanical, thermal, and barrier
properties of these composites, and how each of these composite properties is dependent upon the
intrinsic properties of graphene-based materials and their state of dispersion in the matrix. An overview
of potential applications for these composites and current challenges in the field are provided for
perspective and to potentially guide future progress on the development of these promising materials.

� 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Graphene, a monolayer of sp2-hybridized carbon atoms
arranged in a two-dimensional lattice, has attracted tremendous
attention in recent years owing to its exceptional thermal,
mechanical, and electrical properties [1e3]. One of the most
promising applications of this material is in polymer nano-
composites, polymer matrix composites which incorporate nano-
scale filler materials. Nanocomposites with exfoliated layered
silicate fillers have been investigated as early as 1950 [4], but
significant academic and industrial interest in nanocomposites
came nearly forty years later following a report from researchers at
Toyota Motor Corporation that demonstrated large mechanical
property enhancement using montmorillonite as filler in a Nylon-6
matrix [5]. Polymer nanocomposites show substantial property
enhancements at much lower loadings than polymer composites
with conventional micron-scale fillers (such as glass or carbon
fibers), which ultimately results in lower component weight and
can simplify processing [6]; moreover, themultifunctional property
enhancements made possible with nanocomposites may create
new applications of polymers [7].

On account of the recent emergence of using graphite oxide
(GO) to prepare graphene-based materials for composites and
other applications [8], this review will focus primarily on polymer
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nanocomposites utilizing GO-derived materials as fillers. Emphasis
will be directed toward structureeproperty relationships as well as
trends in property enhancements of these composites, and
comparisons to other nanofillers will be made where appropriate.
Some highlights from the literature on polymer composites with
what have been referred to as graphite nanoplatelet (GNP) fillers,
typically derived from graphite intercalation compounds (GICs),
will also be presented and used to provide additional context.
Although a review on GO-derived polymer nanocomposites has
recently appeared [9], our review considers work with GNP fillers,
and provides a historical perspective with more emphasis on
preparative methods and processing.
2. Properties and production of graphene-based materials for
composite filler

2.1. Overview and history of graphene-based materials

Graphene has a rich history which spans over forty years of
experimental work [10]. ‘Pristine’ graphene (a single, purely
sp2-hybridized carbon layer free of heteroatomic defects) has been
produced by several routes [1,11], including growth by chemical
vapor deposition (both of discrete monolayers onto a substrate and
agglomerated powders), micro-mechanical exfoliation of graphite,
and growth on crystalline silicon carbide. While these approaches
can yield a largely defect-free material with exceptional physical
properties, current techniques of making powdered samples of
graphene do not yield large enough quantities for use as composite
fillers [12].
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Scalable approaches to GNPs and graphene-based materials
(few-layer platelets or monolayer carbon sheets with heteroatoms
and topological defects) primarily utilize GICs or GO as the
precursor material, respectively. GO and GICs have been investi-
gated as far back as the 1840s [13,14]. In the 1960s, Boehm and co-
workers reported the reduction of dispersions of GO using a variety
of chemical reductants [15,16], as well as thermal expansion and
reduction [17], producing thin, lamellar carbon containing only
small amounts of hydrogen and oxygen. By using transmission
electron microscopy (TEM), the carbon material produced by
chemical reduction was found to consist of “single carbon layers”
[15]. The procedures currently used to produce these graphene-like
materials have changed little since this early work [18,19]. Tech-
niques for the exfoliation of GICs have also been developed,
although most of these approaches do not yield single-layer sheets
but rather platelets with thicknesses typically above approximately
5 nm. Liquid-phase exfoliation of graphite and chemical synthesis
of graphene from polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon precursors may
also eventually provide scalable alternative routes for production of
graphene [19], as could the further development of gas phase CVD
methods [12]. Recently, graphene nanoribbons, produced by
“unzipping” of multiwalled carbon nanotubes, have been investi-
gated as composite filler [20].

A variety of uses have been envisioned or demonstrated for GNPs
andgraphene-basedmaterials, and their use as a compositefiller has
attracted considerable interest [1]. While polymer nanocomposites
incorporating GNP fillers continue to be a significant research focus,
recent work has largely focused on use of graphene-based filler
materials derived from GO. As will be described in the following
sections, GO-derived fillers can exhibit high electrical conductivities
(on the order of thousands of S/m) [8], highmoduli (reported values
ranging from 208 GPa [21] to over 650 GPa [22]), and can be easily
functionalized to tailor their compatibility with the host polymer.
The reported values of stiffness and electrical conductivity of GO-
derived filler materials can be higher than those reported for nano-
clays [23], but generally lower than those reported for single-walled
carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) [24]. However, the intrinsic mechanical
properties and electrical and thermal conductivities of SWNTs may
be comparable to those of pristine graphene [24,25]. Moreover, the
two-dimensional platelet geometry of graphene and graphene-
based materials may offer certain property improvements that
SWNTs cannot providewhendispersed in a polymer composite, such
as improved gas permeation resistance of the composite [26].

2.2. Exfoliation of graphite

Most exfoliated graphite fillers are derived from GICs, which are
compounds of graphite with atoms or molecules (such as alkali
metals or mineral acids) intercalated between the carbon layers
[27]. The intercalation of graphite increases its interlayer spacing,
weakening the interlayer interactions and facilitating the exfolia-
tion of the GIC by mechanical or thermal methods [28]. Varying
structural arrangements of the intercalant are possible, such as
alternating layers of graphene and intercalant (referred to as first-
stage GICs), as well as multiple (two to five) adjacent graphene
layers between intercalant layers (higher-stage GICs) [27]. It is the
former arrangement, however, which is preferred for the complete
exfoliation of these materials into monolayer platelets [29].

Intercalation of graphite by a mixture of sulfuric and nitric acid
produces a higher-stage GIC that can be exfoliated by rapid heating
or microwave treatment of the dried down powder, producing
amaterial commonly referred to as expanded graphite (EG) [30]. EG
retains a layered structure but has slightly increased interlayer
spacing relative to graphite, consisting of thin platelets (30e80 nm)
which are loosely stacked [30]. Notably, an acid treatment may also
oxidize the platelets, albeit to a far lesser degree than GO [31]. EG
itself has been investigated as a composite filler [32e34], although
its effectiveness in enhancing properties compared with GO-
derived fillers is limited by its layered structure and relatively low
specific surface area (generally less than 40 m2/g [35]). To produce
a higher surface area material, EG can be further exfoliated by
various techniques to yield GNPs down to 5 nm thickness [28,30].

The thickness and lateral dimensions of GNPs vary widely
depending on the productionmethod used, and several approaches
have been reported. Sonication of EG in appropriatemedia can yield
platelets with thicknesses of roughly 10 nm and with lateral
dimensions as large as 15 mm [36]. Smaller platelet thicknesses
have been reported by re-intercalation of EG or co-intercalation of
GICs with organic molecules prior to exfoliation. For instance,
mixing potassium with EG yielded a stoichiometric first-stage GIC
(KC8), which was reported to be exfoliated into GNPs with thick-
nesses as low as 2 nm upon reaction with water or alcohols, along
with sonication [29]. It has also been reported that sulfuric acid-
intercalated EG can be co-intercalated with tetrabutylammonium
hydroxide (among many other molecules [37]). By sonicating this
GIC in N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) in the presence of a surfac-
tant (a poly(ethylene glycol)-modified phospholipid), monolayer
graphene-like sheets were obtained [31].

The isolation of pristine graphene by micro-mechanical exfolia-
tion [38] has helped to motivate research towards a scalable
procedure for liquid-phase exfoliation of graphite to afford high-
quality graphenewithout the use of intercalants; as a result, several
different approaches have now been reported [39e42]. Sonication
of graphite flakes in water, for example, was reported to yield
amixture ofmonolayer andmulti-layer graphenewhichwas largely
defect-free, but this approach required the use of surfactants which
may negatively affect the electrical conductivity [41]. Direct exfoli-
ation of graphite into solvents such as propylene carbonate (PC) or
N-methylpyrrolidone (NMP) [40], and electrochemical exfoliation of
graphite in ionic liquids [42]mayeventually offer viable alternatives
for production of solution-based graphene, although graphene
made by these approaches has yet to be studied as composite filler.

2.3. Production and properties of GO

GO is generally produced by the treatment of graphite using
strong mineral acids and oxidizing agents, typically via treatment
with KMnO4 and H2SO4, as in the Hummers method or its modified
derivatives, or KClO3 (or NaClO3) and HNO3 as in the Staudenmaier
or Brodie methods [8]. These reactions achieve similar levels of
oxidation (C:O ratios of approximately 2:1) [8] which ultimately
disrupts the delocalized electronic structure of graphite and imparts
a variety of oxygen-based chemical functionalities to the surface.
While the precise structure of GO remains amatter of debate [8], it is
thought that hydroxyl and epoxy groups are present in highest
concentration on the basal plane, with carboxylic acid groups
around the periphery of the sheets as shown in Fig. 1. GO has an
expanded interlayer spacing relative to graphite which depends on
humidity (for instance, 0.6 nmwhen subjected to high vacuum [43]
to roughly 0.8 nm at 45% relative humidity [44]) due to intercalation
of water molecules [43]. GO can be exfoliated using a variety of
methods (most commonly by thermal shocking [45] or chemical
reduction in appropriatemedia [11,46]), yielding amaterial reported
to be structurally similar to that of pristine graphene on a local scale;
these techniques will be discussed in more detail below.

2.4. Exfoliation of GO

With a few exceptions, production of well-dispersed polymer
nanocomposites with GO-derived fillers hinges largely on the



Fig. 1. Schematic illustrating the chemical structure of graphite oxide (GO) and the structural difference between layered GO and exfoliated graphene oxide (GeO) platelets.
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exfoliation of GO prior to incorporation into a polymer matrix.
Solvent-based exfoliation and thermal exfoliation techniques have
emerged as two preferred routes for this step. In the former route,
the hydrophilic nature and increased interlayer spacing of GO
(relative to graphite) facilitates direct exfoliation intowater assisted
by mechanical exfoliation, such as ultrasonication and/or stirring,
at concentrations up to 3 mg/ml, forming colloidal suspensions of
‘graphene oxide’ (that we define with the acronym ‘GeO’) [11].
Fig. 1 illustrates the structural difference between layered GO and
exfoliated GeO platelets. Zeta potential measurements indicate
that these suspensions are electrostatically stabilized by negative
charges, possibly from the carboxylate groups that are believed to
decorate the periphery of the lamellae [11]. Suspensions produced
by sonication of GO are found, by AFM (when deposited onto
various substrates), to consist primarily of single-layer GeO plate-
lets [47,48] (Fig. 2); however, the sonication treatment fragments
the platelets, reducing their lateral dimensions by over an order of
magnitude down to a few hundred nanometers [8,49]. Mechanical
stirring is an alternative route to produce single-layer GeO plate-
lets of much larger lateral dimensions and aspect ratios when
compared with GeO platelets produced by sonication. However, it
has been reported that magnetic stirring exfoliates GO very slowly
and in low yield [8]. GO can also be exfoliated to GeO platelets of
similar aspect ratio to sonicated platelets (at lower concentrations
below 0.5 mg/ml) via sonication in polar organic solvents such as
DMF, PC, and NMP [50,51].

GO can also be exfoliated and reduced by rapid heating [45],
yielding thermally expanded graphite oxide, or TEGO (also referred
to commonly in the literature as functionalized graphene sheets, or
FGS) [52,53]. In this exfoliation method, the dry powder is typically
charged into a quartz tube (or other similar vessel) and subjected to
thermal shock (i.e., exposure to a sudden jump in temperature), by
heating to temperatures such as 400 �C [45] or higher [52] at high
rates such as 2000 �C/min [52]. The rapid heating is believed to
cause various small molecule species (e.g., CO, CO2, water) to evolve
and internal pressure to increase, forcing the sheets apart and
yielding a dry, high-surface area material with a low bulk density
(Fig. 2) [53]. Measurements of the surface area of TEGO by the
Brunauer, Emmett, and Teller (BET) method [54] (which measures
surface area based on isothermal gas adsorption/desorption) were
found to range from 700 to 1500 m2/g [52], compared with
a theoretical limit of approximately 2600 m2/g for graphene [55].
Also, GO can be exfoliated (and reduced) by microwave radiation,
yielding a related material referred to as microwave-expanded
graphite oxide, or MEGO [56]. Importantly, while GeO platelets are
likely to maintain the chemical structure of GO, TEGO and MEGO
are reduced (reported C:O ratios of 10:1 [52] and 3:1 [56], respec-
tively), and are electrically conductive (reported values of roughly
2000 S/m [52] for TEGO [52] and 270 S/m for MEGO [56]). TEGO
was reported to contain residual oxygen (in the form of carbonyl
and ether groups) and adopted a crumpled accordion-like
morphology, with lateral dimensions of a few hundred nanometers,
similar to GeO platelets exfoliated by sonication [52,57].

2.5. Chemical reduction and functionalization of GeO platelets

The physical properties of GeO platelets are considerably
different from that of graphene. GeO platelets can be chemically
reduced to generate a material that resembles pristine graphene,
using reducing agents such as hydrazine monohydrate or sodium
borohydride [11]. Chemically reduced GeO platelets (henceforth,
wewill use theacronymRGeO)canexhibit C:O ratiosof over10:1 [8]
and retain some of the functionality originally present on the GeO
platelets [11,58]. Recently, it was reported that GO or GeO platelets
may be used to catalyze the oxidation of a variety of benzylic and
aliphatic alcohols [59], as well as various carbonecarbon bond
forming reactions [60],while reducingGOaswell asGeOplatelets in
the process. The products recovered after reduction by benzyl
alcohol were reported to exhibit high C:O ratios (up to 29.9:1) and
high electrical conductivities (up to 4600 S/m) [61]. Other reduction



Fig. 2. (a, b) Non-contact AFM scans of graphene oxide (GeO) deposited on mica reveal the presence of single layers obtained from exfoliation in water via sonication. The wrinkled
structure of thermally expanded GO (TEGO) is illustrated in this transmission electron micrograph (c) and scanning electron micrograph (d) ((a) and (b) were adapted from Ref. [64],
(c) and (d) were adapted from Ref. [53]).
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methods using environmentally friendly reductants, such as tryp-
tophan and ascorbic acid, have been reported [62,63].

This reduction process can cause agglomeration of the platelets
[64] (reducing accessible surface area) unless prior steps are taken
to stabilize the suspension. Adjusting the pH of the suspension to
increase the (negative) zeta potential of the sheets or the
adsorption of polymers on the platelet surface are both effective
routes to stabilizing aqueous suspensions of RGeO platelets
[65,66]. Stable suspensions of RGeO platelets in organic solvents
have also been achieved. One approach to these suspensions is
progressive dilution of an aqueous suspension of GeO platelets
with an organic solventdwith one possible route involving
hydrazine in DMF:water (9:1 v/v) and further dilution in DMF to
yield a stable suspension of RGeO platelets in 99% DMF [46]. Two-
phase extraction of RGeO platelets from water into various
organic solvents may be facilitated by end-functional polymers
dissolved in the organic phase, which adsorb onto the platelets
and help disperse the platelets in the solvent [67]. Freeze drying of
aqueous RGeO dispersions has been reported to facilitate the re-
dispersion of the RGeO platelets into organic solvents such as
DMF [68]. Alternatively, one may avoid the use of water altogether,
as stable dispersions of RGeO platelets in DMF and NMP have also
been reported using dimethylhydrazine as the reductant [69]. For
composites processed in solution, chemical reduction of GeO
platelets in the polymer solution (provided the polymer is stable
to the reaction conditions) may prevent the precipitation of the
RGeO platelets from the solvent, as the polymer can maintain the
dispersion of RGeO platelets [55].
While the most commonly employed reaction of GeO is its
reduction to yield electrically conductive RGeO, a variety of other
chemical transformations can be carried out at its oxygen-based
functional groups, which are covered elsewhere [8]. Both covalent
and non-covalent functionalization of GeO platelets has been
reported to generate stable dispersions of chemically modified
graphene (CMG) platelets in organic solvents and also to enhance
their compatibility with various polymer matrices. Among others,
reactions using amines [70e72] and isocyanates [73] have been
reported for small molecule functionalization of GeO platelets
because of the facility of the reactions, and the ability to react in
multipleways (e.g., amidations, nucleophilic epoxide ring-openings,
carbamate formation, etc.) However, covalent functionalization of
GeO platelets could adversely affect the electrical conductivity of
the platelets as these functionalizations disrupt (or retain the
disruption already present in) the sp2-hybridized network required
for good electron/hole conduction [74]. Non-covalent functionali-
zation of RGeO platelets via, for example, pep stacking could
minimizedisruptionof the conductive, conjugated structure [75,76].

3. Preparation of graphene-based polymer nanocomposites

3.1. Overview and historical perspective

The earliest reports on polymer composites with exfoliated
graphitefillers emerged from studies on the intercalation chemistry
of GICs. In 1958, it was discovered that alkali metal-GICs could
initiate the polymerization of ethylene [77], and subsequently, alkali
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metal-GICs were found to initiate polymerization of other mono-
mers such as styrene, methyl methacrylate, and isoprene [78,79].
Early reports focused on the characterization of the polymer
produced from these reactions; it was decades later before the
observation was reported that alkali metal-GIC-initiated polymeri-
zation could exfoliate the layers of the graphite host [37,80].
Building on his own work on the exfoliation of graphite, Bunnell
proposed the production of polymer nanocomposites incorporating
“as thin as possible” GNPs (derived from GICs exfoliated either by
shear grinding or thermal treatment) as fillers in a 1991 patent [81],
where he suggested that with “10 vol% inclusion of graphite flakes
in.polyethylene or polypropylene, the stiffness of the finished
product will approach that of aluminum.” However, it was not until
2000 that a detailed study of the morphology and properties of an
exfoliated graphite nanocomposite was published, which reported
dispersed platelets of approximately 10 nm thickness, produced by
exfoliation of EG due to the in situ polymerization of caprolactam
[82]. This and subsequent studies have reported tremendous
property improvements versus conventional polymer composites
based on micron-scale fillers such as untreated flake graphite or
carbon black (CB) [83e87]. For instance, much lower electrical
percolation thresholds have been reported with GNP fillers versus
CB: 8wt% for PMMA/CB [88] and 9wt% for Nylon/CB [89], compared
with 1 wt% for PMMA/GNP [86] and 1.8 wt% for Nylon/GNP [82].

As with GICs, GO can be intercalated by various monomers, and
subsequent polymerization has been reported to delaminate the
layers [90]; however, it has also been reported that polymers can be
directly intercalated into GO [91e93]. Hydrazine and electro-
chemical reduction of layered GO/polyelectrolyte films was used to
generate electrically conductive polymer composites in 1996 [94],
but it was nearly ten years later that an electrically conductive poly
(styrene) composite was prepared by using well-dispersed,
monolayer RGeO fillers [55], stimulating an intense research effort
on polymer composites with dispersed CMG platelets (and other
GO-derived materials such as TEGO) as fillers.

In recent years, a variety of processing routes have been repor-
ted for dispersing both GNP and GO-derived fillers into polymer
matrices. Many of these procedures are similar to those used for
other nanocomposite systems [95], although some of these tech-
niques have been applied uniquely to graphene-based composites.
Among other factors, the nature of the bonding interaction at the
interface between the filler and matrix has significant implications
for the final composite properties, and most dispersion methods
produce composites that are non-covalent assemblies where the
polymer matrix and the filler interact through relatively weak
dispersive forces. However, there is a growing research focus on
introducing covalent linkages between graphene-based filler and
the supporting polymer to promote stronger interfacial bonding, as
will be illustrated in the following sections.

3.2. Non-covalent dispersion methods: solution and melt mixing

Solution-based methods generally involve the mixing of
colloidal suspensions of GeO platelets or other graphene-based
materials with the desired polymer, either itself already in solution
or by dissolving in the polymer in the suspension of GeO platelets,
by simple stirring or shear mixing. The resulting suspension can
then be precipitated using a non-solvent for the polymer, causing
the polymer chains to encapsulate the filler upon precipitation. The
precipitated composite can then be extracted, dried, and further
processed for testing and application. Alternatively, the suspension
can be directly cast into a mold and the solvent removed. However,
this latter technique can potentially lead to aggregation of the filler
in the composite, which may be detrimental to composite prop-
erties [95].
Solution mixing has been widely reported in the literature, as
CMG platelets can often be processed in either water or organic
solvents. This approach has been used for incorporating GO-
derived fillers into a variety of polymers, including: PS [55,96],
polycarbonate [97], polyacrylamide [98], polyimides [99], and poly
(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) [7,100]. The facile production of
aqueous GeO platelet suspensions via sonication makes this
technique particularly appealing for water-soluble polymers such
as poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) [100e105] and poly(allylamine),
composites of which can be produced via simple filtration
[104,106]. In addition, vacuum filtration of PVA/GeO and PMMA/
GeO solutions has been used to make composite films across
a broad range of loadings [107], which have a layered morphology
similar to that of ‘graphene oxide paper’ [44].

While some restacking of the platelets may be possible, for
solution mixing methods the dispersion of platelets in the
composite is largely governed by the level of exfoliation of the
platelets achieved prior to, or during, mixing. Thus, solution mixing
offers a potentially simple route to dispersing single-layer CMG
platelets into a polymer matrix. As previously mentioned, small
molecule functionalization and grafting-to/from methods have
been reported to achieve stable CMG platelet suspensions of highly
exfoliated platelets prior to mixing with the polymer host. Lyoph-
ilization methods [68], phase transfer techniques [67,108], and
surfactants [109] have all been employed to facilitate solution
mixing of graphene-based composites. However, the use of
surfactants may affect composite properties; for instance, surfac-
tants have been reported to increase the matrixefiller interfacial
thermal resistance in SWNT/polymer composites, attenuating the
thermal conductivity enhancement relative to SWNTs that were
processed without surfactants [110].

Inmeltmixing, a polymermelt andfiller (in a driedpowder form)
are mixed under high shear conditions. Relative to solution mixing,
melt mixing is often considered more economical (because no
solvent is used) and ismore compatiblewithmanycurrent industrial
practices [111]; however, studies suggest that, to date, suchmethods
do not provide the same level of dispersion of the filler as solvent
mixing or in situ polymerizationmethods [26]. Notably, nomeans of
dispersing single- or few-layer GO-derived fillers via melt mixing
without prior exfoliation have been reported akin to layered silicate
fillers (although, with a few exceptions, direct exfoliation of layered
silicates inmeltmixing requires prior treatmentwith a surfactant to
increase miscibility with the polymer host [112]). Several studies
report melt mixing using TEGO [113] and GNPs [114e117] as filler,
where these materials could be fed directly into an extruder and
dispersed into a polymer matrix without the use of any solvents or
surfactants. Notably, the very low bulk density (approximately
0.004 g/cm3 based on a volumetric expansion of 500 [52]) of TEGO
makes handling of the dry powders difficult and poses a processing
challenge (such as for feeding into processing equipment such as
a melt extruder), and in one study a solution mixing process was
used to disperse the TEGO in the polymer prior to compounding in
order to circumvent this issue [118]. In a different approach to ‘pre-
mix’ the polymer and filler prior to mixing, GNPs were sonicated in
a non-solvent, such that polymer particles were uniformly coated
with GNPs prior to melt mixing, which was reported to lower the
electrical percolation threshold of a GNP/polypropylene composite
[119]. Notably, for composites incorporating GeO platelets as filler,
melt processing and molding operations may cause substantial
reduction of the platelets due to their thermal instability [120].

3.3. Non-covalent in situ polymerization

In situ polymerization methods for production of polymer
composites generally involve mixing of filler in neat monomer
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(or multiple monomers), or a solution of monomer, followed by
polymerization in the presence of the dispersed filler. These efforts
are often followed with precipitation/extraction or solution casting
to generate samples for testing. Many reports using in situ poly-
merization methods have produced composites with covalent
linkages between the matrix and filler, and many examples will be
given in the following sections. However, in situ polymerization has
also been used to produce non-covalent composites of a variety of
polymers, such as poly(ethylene) [121], PMMA [122], and poly
(pyrrole) [123,124].

Unlike what has been reported for solution mixing methods,
a high level of dispersion of graphene-based filler has been ach-
ieved via in situ polymerization without a prior exfoliation step. In
some reports, monomer is intercalated between the layers of
graphite or GO, followed by polymerization to separate the layers.
This technique, sometimes referred to as intercalation polymeri-
zation, has been widely investigated for nanoclay/polymer
composites [112], and has been also applied to GNP and GO-derived
polymer composites. For instance, in situ polymerization methods
have been used to exfoliate GICs and EG to generate dispersions of
GNPs in the matrix. Graphite can be intercalated by an alkali metal
and a monomer (e.g., isoprene or styrene), followed by polymeri-
zation initiated by the negatively charged graphene sheets [37].
However, it is not known if the polymerization takes place on the
surface of the GIC or between layers [37]. In any case, in situ poly-
merization in the presence of GICs has been reported to exfoliate
the GIC into thin platelets [80], and this approach has also been
reported to exfoliate EG [82,84,85], although exfoliation to afford
isolated monolayers has yet to be achieved with this approach. In
a recent study, metallocene-mediated polymerization of poly
(ethylene) (PE) was conducted in the presence of dispersed GNPs,
in an attempt to grow PE chains between the graphitic layers.
Although the polymerization may have further exfoliated the GNPs,
monolayer graphene platelets were not observed; TEM observa-
tions showed platelets down to 3.6 nm thickness (consistent with
stacks of approximately 10 layers) with relatively low aspect ratios
of about 30 dispersed in the PE matrix [121].

The larger interlayer spacing of GO (between about 0.6 and
0.8 nm depending on relative humidity) compared to graphite
(0.34 nm) facilitates intercalation by both monomers and polymers
[28]. Additionally, the polar functional groups of GO promote direct
intercalation of hydrophilic molecules, with the interlayer spacing
increasing with uptake of monomer or polymer (e.g., increasing up
Fig. 3. Synthesis of surface-attached poly(styrene), poly(methyl methacrylate), or poly(buty
(a-bromoisobutyryl bromide) (adapted from Ref. [126]).
to 2.2 nm for the intercalation of PVA into GO) [93]. The interlayer
spacing of vinyl acetate-intercalated GO was reported to decrease
after polymerization [125], although the interlayer spacing still
remains significantly higher than unmodified GO. In situ polymer-
ization has been demonstrated for several GO composite systems,
including poly(vinyl acetate) [125], and poly(aniline) (PANI) [90].
X-ray diffraction studies on these systems suggested an intercalated
morphology where the individual graphene oxide sheets remain
loosely stacked in the matrix with polymer intercalated between
lamellae. However, the use of a macroinitiator to intercalate GO
prior to in situ polymerization of methyl methacrylate was recently
reported to improve the filler dispersion in a PMMA/GO composite.
X-ray diffraction revealed an increased interlayer spacing of GO
(from 0.64 nm to 0.8 nm) suggesting an intercalated morphology
for PMMA/GO composites produced by conventional free radical
polymerization. However, composites polymerized with the mac-
roinitiator showed improved reinforcement and no diffraction peak
from GO, suggesting a more exfoliated morphology [122].

3.4. Graphene-based composites with covalent bonds between
matrix and filler

Given the relative sparseness of usable functionality on pure
carbon materials, forming covalent linkages between the polymer
matrix and such surfaces (when used as a composite filler) may be
quite challenging. However, GeO platelets contain a surface rich in
reactive functional groups, and a number of approaches for intro-
ducing covalent bonds between GeO platelets and polymers have
been demonstrated. For instance, both grafting-from and grafting-
to approaches have been used for the attachment of a broad range
of polymers.

In one recent example of a grafting-from approach [126], atom
transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) initiators were covalently
attached via esterificationwith the alcohols present across the GeO
platelet surface. Upon adding an ATRP-compatible monomer (e.g.,
styrene, butylacrylate, or methyl methacrylate) and a source of CuI,
polymer brushes were grown in a controlled fashion from the
surface (Fig. 3). The ester linkage between the polymer and the
CMG platelet surface was then saponified using aqueous NaOH,
allowing for characterization of the polymers independent of the
carbon material. Similar studies using such ATRP-based methods
have reported an increased scope of monomer reactivity [96,127],
as well as the incorporation of these polymer-grafted CMG platelets
lacrylate) via ATRP following functionalization of GeO platelets with an ATRP initiator
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into a polymer matrix via solution mixing, reportedly leading to
improvements in mechanical and thermal properties versus the
neat matrix polymer [96,128,129]. Recent efforts have focused on
correlation of thermal properties of these composites as a function
of grafting density and polymer molecular weight [130].

These grafting-based approaches have also been used in
conjunction with heterogeneous blending of polymer-functional-
ized GeO in matrices composed of conducting polymers [131],
including poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) and a triphenylamine-
based poly(azomethine) (see Fig. 4) [132,133]. Both polymers have
been widely studied as conducting materials for use in photovol-
taics and data storage devices, among other applications, and the
incorporation of GeO platelets or other GO-derived materials into
these devices may enhance the optoelectronic properties of the
device, as well as enhance the device’s mechanical and/or thermal
properties. These two examples are good case studies for divergent
pathways to polymer-functionalized GeO platelet composites: in
the P3HT system, poly(t-butylacrylate) was grown via ATRP from
the surface of GeO platelets (grafting-from, where a polymer is
grown from a heterogeneous surface), and blended with pre-
formed P3HT for the formation of organic electronic memory
devices. Conversely, the poly(azomethine) was attached using the
amino functional groups that were pendant to the end groups of
the polymer (Fig. 4; grafting-to), possibly through amide formation
with carboxylic acid groups present on the edges of GeO platelets.
However, the presence of other reactive sites (e.g., epoxides) may
make precise determination of the reactive site difficult [134].
Other reports of grafting-to approaches include reports of grafting
of azide-terminated poly(styrene) (PS) chains to the surface of
alkyne-functionalized GeO platelets via a CuI-catalyzed 1,3-dipolar
cycloaddition in an example of click chemistry [135], and grafting of
PVA to GeO platelets via carbodiimide-activated esterification
[136]. The choice between using grafting-from or grafting-to
methodologies will likely depend on the polymer being formed and
which of the two approaches is more practical for the application
Fig. 4. Attachment of a triphenylamine-based poly(azomethine) (TPAPAM) to GO via
amidation chemistry, embodying a grafting-to approach (adapted from Ref. [133]).
under consideration. However, a grafting-to approach may lower
the grafting density of chains to the platelet surface [137], which
may in turn affect the dispersion of these polymer-grafted platelets
if dispersed into a polymer matrix [138].

For certain polymers, covalent bonding between the matrix and
GeO platelets may form during polymerization (on reaction with
the functional groups of GeO) without the need for prior func-
tionalization or controlled grafting methods. For an epoxy matrix
composite, curingwith an amine hardener may have resulted in the
incorporation of GeO platelets directly into the crosslinked
network [139], while for polyurethanes, TEGO was reported to
function as a chain extender by reacting with the isocyanate groups
of the monomer or prepolymer [26,140]. Ring-opening polymeri-
zation of caprolactam was reported to graft polyamide brushes to
GeO platelets via condensation reactions between the amine-
containing monomer and the carboxylic acid groups of the GeO
platelets, though increased loadings of filler was found to lower the
polymer molecular weight due to stoichiometric imbalance during
polymerization [141].

GeO platelets have also been utilized as a ZieglereNatta catalyst
support for the heterogeneous in situ polymerization of propylene.
Functionalization of GeO platelets with a Grignard reagent
(BuMgCl) served to immobilize TiCl4 on the GeO platelet surface
(as evidenced by IR spectroscopy, X-ray photoelectron (XPS) spec-
troscopy, and energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectroscopy).
Subsequent initiation with AlEt3 was reported to afford high
molecular weight, isotactic poly(propylene) (Fig. 5). The resulting
composites showed a homogeneous dispersion of few-layer CMG
platelets, and exhibitedmoderate electrical conductivity (0.3 S/m at
4.9 wt%), with the authors noting that the GeO platelets were not
intentionally reduced [142].
3.5. Other methods for composite preparation

In addition to those described above, several other methods
have been reported for producing graphene-based composites.
Althoughmost of these procedures have been demonstrated on just
one composite system, many could potentially find use as general
approaches to composite fabrication. One such approach is the non-
covalent grafting of well-defined polymers to RGeO platelets via
pep interactions. For instance, the attachment of pyrene-termi-
nated poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) to RGeOwas recently reported;
the compositewas stated to retain the thermoresponsive properties
of the neat polymer [143]. This technique has since been extended
to various other polymers [144], suggesting that non-covalent
grafting of polymers to the surface of CMG platelets may provide
a versatile approach to producing graphene-based composites.
Moreover, such non-covalent composites may better preserve the
conjugated structure of graphene-based materials as compared
with covalent functionalization or grafting approaches, which may
benefit composite properties such as electrical conductivity.

Variants of typical in situ polymerization and solution mixing
methods may provide useful methods of dispersing graphene-
based fillers in a polymer matrix. For instance, emulsion polymer-
izations can be carried out in aqueous suspensions of GeO platelets
[145,146], suggesting a general approach for dispersion of CMG
platelets with latex-based polymers [147]. As previously
mentioned, lyophilization methods [68] or phase transfer tech-
niques [67,108] may offer general approaches to dispersing RGeO
platelets as filler in a polymer matrix. In one report, reduction of an
aqueous suspension of GeO platelets with hydrazine resulted in the
extraction of the hydrophobic RGeO platelets into an organic layer
(containing the dissolved polymer) and formation of a homoge-
neously dispersed nanocomposite [108].



Fig. 5. Bimetallic ZieglereNatta polymerization of propylene from the surface of GeO, which acts as a support for the growing polymer chains (adapted from Ref. [142]).
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A variety of other methods for composite production have been
reported. Attempts to exfoliate graphite directly via conventional
melt mixing techniques have not been successful to date [148].
However, solid state shear pulverization, which uses a twin screw
extruder to blend solid materials using shear, was reported to
exfoliate and disperse unmodified graphite directly into poly-
propylene, yielding nanocomposites with platelets having thick-
nesses of approximately 10 nm or less [149]. Other production
methods, such as layer-by-layer assembly of polymer composite
films [150] and backfilling of GeO platelet aerogel structures
(produced by freeze drying aqueous GeO suspensions) with poly-
mer may provide means to produce nanocomposites with defined
morphologies [151]. In one study, directional freeze drying of an
aqueous PVA/GeO platelets mixture was reported to yield nano-
composites with a three-dimensional macroporous structure and
a surface area of approximately 37 m2/g [152].

4. Morphology and crystallization behavior

As property enhancements correlate strongly with nano-
compositemicrostructure, effective characterization ofmorphology
is important to establishing structureeproperty relationships for
these materials. For instance, TEM of microtomed thin sections of
the composite can provide direct observation of dispersed multi-
layer GNPs and graphene-based platelets; such thicker platelets
typically show adequate contrast against the polymer matrix to
be imaged without staining, whereas single-layer platelets may
be difficult to directly observe by TEM [26]. Compared with TEM,
Fig. 6. Schematic showing three morphological states, as originally suggested for layered
separated, (b) intercalated, (c) exfoliated (adapted from Ref. [23]).
wide-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS) can more rapidly provide
insight into the state of dispersion over a larger volume of
composite; however, since the scattering intensity varies with the
concentration of the scattering feature, some morphological infor-
mation may be missed [148].

Both graphite and GO, as the precursors to many graphene-
based materials, have a layered structure as do certain silicates
(e.g., montmorillonite) which have been widely investigated as
composite fillers [111]. Indeed, when dispersed into a polymer
matrix, both nanoclays and graphene-based platelets exhibit
similar states of dispersion depending upon factors such as the
processing technique and the affinity between the phases. More-
over, nanoclay fillers often exhibit comparable aspect ratios to
graphene-based fillers (up to 1000) [112], although fillers such as
TEGO often appear more crumpled on a local scale relative to
nanoclays [7]. Earlier studies on nanoclay-based composites have
suggested the existence of three general states of platelet dispersion
on short length scales: stacked, intercalated, or exfoliated, as shown
in Fig. 6. As similar morphologies have been observed in the liter-
ature on both GO-derived and GNP/polymer nanocomposites, we
thus suggest extension of this terminology to these systems.

TEM and WAXS studies are perhaps the two most common
means by which the state of dispersion can be assessed. Immisci-
bility of the phases and/or insufficient exfoliation of the graphite or
GO-derived filler prior to mixing with polymer can result in large
agglomerates consisting of stacked platelets when observed by
TEM, which may also be suggested by the presence of a diffraction
peak corresponding to the interlayer spacing of GO or graphite
silicate fillers, that are also possible with graphene-based nanocomposites: (a) phase
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[26,148,153]. Intercalated platelets retain a stacked structure but
with increased interlayer spacing (on the order of a few nanome-
ters), as evidenced by a shifted diffraction peak from that of
unmodified graphite or GO [154]. As will be discussed in the
following sections, high aspect ratio platelets are generally found to
be beneficial to the mechanical, electrical, and thermal properties
of a composite material. An exfoliated morphology of GO or GICs is
thus usually desired as it provides higher aspect ratio platelets
relative to stacked or intercalated platelets [155]. This state of
dispersion may be suggested by a scattering profile corresponding
to that of the neat matrix polymer; however, multi-layer interca-
lated platelets could actually be dispersed (as observed by TEM)
despite the absence of a diffraction peak. Conversely, quantitative
evaluation of platelet exfoliation and geometry via TEM poses its
own set of challenges (such as sampling sufficient number of filler
particles at such high magnification and the possible influence of
TEM sample preparation on apparent level of dispersion).

WhileWAXSorTEMcanbeused to assessdispersionof individual
platelets, neither can detect larger-scale morphological features
[111,156]. Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) and ultra-small-angle
X-ray scattering (USAXS)measurements have been used on avariety
of nanocomposite systems to detect the presence of fractal-like
aggregates of filler at length scales beyond that of individual parti-
cles, although only limited information of this nature exists on GO-
derivedpolymer composites [148], perhapsdue inpart to the limited
accessibilityof such techniques [111].However, polycarbonate/TEGO
nanocomposites were recently examined by small-angle neutron
scattering. Thesemeasurementswere used to quantify dispersion of
the platelets (based on an idealized platelet model developed for
montmorillonite), which suggested a decreasing effective aspect
ratio with increased loading of TEGO and increased aggregation of
filler at higher loadings [157]. Finally, cross-sectional analysis with
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) has been used to evaluate
dispersion of graphene-based filler [55] as well as to examine the
surface for filler pull-out, possibly giving insight into the strength of
interfacial adhesion [7,158]. However, care must be exercised when
identifying the dispersed filler; notably, SEM generally cannot
resolve the degree of exfoliation of the platelets and is therefore best
utilized as a complementary technique.

Exfoliated graphene-based materials are often compliant, and
when dispersed in a polymer matrix are typically not observed as
rigid disks, but rather as bent or crumpled platelets. Moreover,
graphene has been shown to ‘scroll up’ irreversibly when its
polymer host is heated above its glass transition temperature (Tg)
[159]. Compatibility between the polymer matrix and the CMG
platelets also can reportedly affect the platelets’ conformation
[160]. If the platelets’ affinity for the matrix is high, then the
particles may adopt a more extended conformation. However, the
platelets may gradually adopt a more crumpled conformation as
the affinity between the components decreases [160]. The tech-
nique used to process the composites can affect the microstructure,
as shown in Fig. 7: randomly oriented, exfoliated platelets may be
favored when composites are processed by solution mixing or in
situ polymerization, compared with a more oriented and interca-
lated/stacked structure for composites produced by melt mixing,
possibly due to restacking of the platelets [26]. The processing
technique can also induce orientation of the dispersed platelets,
which can be beneficial for reinforcement [161] but may raise the
percolation threshold [153]. For composites processed by injection
molding, platelets may be more randomly oriented near the inte-
rior of the specimen, with platelets aligned parallel to the surface
[153]. By comparison, sufficiently thin, compression molded spec-
imens [153] or solution-cast films [99] may have aligned platelets
along the entire cross section. The filler type may also affect the
orientation of the dispersed platelets. As shown in Fig. 8, solution-
cast TEGO/Nafion composites exhibited a randomly oriented
dispersion of TEGO platelets, whereas solution mixing of Nafion
with GeO platelets, followed by hydrazine reduction, produced
a highly oriented, uniform dispersion of RGeO platelets (it was
stated that the reduction did not affect the orientation) [162]. The
consequences of platelet conformations and orientations on
composite properties will be discussed in more detail below.

For semicrystalline polymers, incorporation of a nanofiller can
lead to an altered degree of crystallinity, crystallite size, spherulite
structure, and may even induce crystallization of otherwise amor-
phous polymers [163,164]. Depending on the identity of the poly-
mer, incorporation of graphene-based filler has been reported to
cause increases [101,103,165,166], decreases [167], or no change
[162] in the degree of crystallinity of a semicrystalline polymer
matrix; changes in the polymermelting temperature have also been
reported [168]. Thepresence of graphene-basednanofillersmayalso
affect the rate of crystallization, by serving as a heterogeneous
nucleation site for crystal growth [163]. Additionally, GNPs have
been reported to accelerate the crystallite growth kinetics of poly
(L-lactide), though the effect was found to be less pronounced than
with carbon nanotubes (CNTs) [164].

Aside from crystallization, incorporation of graphene-based
filler can impart other changes in the morphology of the polymer
matrix or composite structure. The morphology of a self-assem-
bling triblock copolymer, poly(styrene-block-isoprene-block-
styrene), was stated to be affected by the presence of TEGO filler:
AFM and electrostatic force microscopy (EFM) studies on approxi-
mately 300 nm-thick films prepared by spin coating revealed loss of
long range order in the domains, with the TEGO preferentially
dispersed in the PS blocks where they adopted a folded confor-
mation [169]. Highly aligned GeO platelets dispersed in Nafionmay
have directed the orientation of the ionic domains of Nafion parallel
to the surfaces of solution-cast films of the composites [162]. For
electrospun graphene-based composites, a poor dispersion of CMG
platelets has been reported to induce formation of bead-like
structures in the fibers [170].

5. Rheological and viscoelastic properties

Study of nanocomposite rheology is important for the under-
standing of processing operations but it may also be used to
examine nanocomposite microstructure [171e173]. In linear
viscoelastic rheology measurements, the low-frequency moduli
may provide information on the platelet dispersion; for instance,
the presence of a low-frequency storage modulus (G0) plateau is
indicative of rheological percolation due to formation of a ‘solid-
like’ elastic network of filler [174]; an example is illustrated in Fig. 9
for a polycarbonate/TEGO composite. The onset of a frequency-
independent (G0) may also coincide with other phenomena, such as
the loading at which a large decrease in the linear viscoelastic strain
limit is observed [153]. The percolation threshold determined from
such measurements can be used to roughly quantify dispersion in
terms of an equivalent aspect ratio of idealized platelets [148,153].
Generally, G0 has been found to increase across all frequencies with
dispersion of rigid nanoplatelets, consistent with reinforcement. In
addition to melt rheology, changes in the dynamic moduli have
been studied in several composite systems with GNP and GO-
derived fillers using dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) temper-
ature scans [175e178].

As previously mentioned, orientation of CMG platelets has been
stated to affect the onset of rheological percolation, as randomly
oriented, well-dispersed platelets would be expected to percolate
at lower concentrations than aligned, well-dispersed platelets. One
route to promoting the randomization of filler orientation is
thermal annealing above the Tg of the polymer. As Fig. 9 shows, the



Fig. 7. TEM images illustrating the morphological differences in composites with a thermoplastic poly(urethane) matrix filled with (a) unexfoliated graphite in a stacked
morphology, and (b) TEGO, processed by melt mixing. Images (c) and (d) show polyurethane/TEGO composites produced by solution blending and in situ polymerization,
respectively, illustrating a more exfoliated state of dispersion (adapted from Ref. [26]).
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rheological percolation threshold of a polycarbonate/TEGO
composite was lowered from 1.5 vol% to 0.5 vol% by annealing for
several hours [153]. Moreover, orientation of the platelets (induced
by high strain) lowered the melt elasticity, while subsequent
annealing steps were reported to restore the solid-like behavior of
the composite melt. Hence, annealing of the composites following
molding operations may provide a route to improve properties that
benefit from randomly oriented (rather than aligned) platelets,
such as the percolation threshold for electrical conductivity.

Lower composite solution viscosities have been reported with
GNP fillers compared to CNTs [179], whichmay be advantageous for
solution-based processing techniques, such as commercial molding
processes for epoxy composite thermal interface materials. It has
been suggested that at sufficiently high loadings, entanglement of
CNTs in the matrix could result in undesirably large viscosity
increases, whereas platelets can more easily slide past one another,
Fig. 8. TEM images contrasting (a) the preferential orientation of RGeO platelets parallel to
TEGO platelets in Nafion (scale bars ¼ 2 mm; adapted from Ref. [162]).
thus moderating the viscosity increase [28]. Nonetheless, the
solution viscosities of CMG/epoxy composites have been found to
increase substantially with loading of filler, which could inhibit the
formation of the crosslinked epoxy network [180]. It has been
reported that functionalization to enhance compatibility of the
filler with the polymer matrix may help to moderate the composite
solution viscosity with increased loading [175]. Notably, GO
composite solutions may exhibit electro-rheological properties,
a characteristic of insulating colloidal particles in insulating media
where increases in solution viscosity due to morphological changes
can be observed upon application of an electric field [181].

6. Changes in the glass transition temperature

Low loadings of CMG fillers have been reported to cause large
shifts in the Tgof thehost polymer. This behaviorhas been explained,
the surface of a solution-cast Nafion/RGeO and (b) the randomly oriented dispersion of



Fig. 9. Dynamic frequency sweeps of melt-blended polycarbonate/TEGO composite melts, illustrating the changes in low-frequency moduli of the composites after annealing times
of (a) 10,000 s and (b) 20,000 s (adapted from Ref. [153]).
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in general, by the altered mobility of polymer chains at an interface
[163,182,183]. Fundamentally, an attractive polymerematrix inter-
face could restrict the chain mobility and thus tend to raise the Tg,
whereas free surfaces and repulsive interfaces enhance chain
mobility and lower the Tg; thesemobility effects have been found to
propagate away from the interface and gradually taper off with
distance [184]. Depending on the strength of the interaction
between the polymer and filler, this ‘interphase’ region of polymer
chains with altered mobility may extend tens or even hundreds of
nanometers away from the interface [185], potentially creating an
enormous volume of polymer with significantly altered viscoelastic
behavior. Formation of a network of interphase polymer may thus
manifest large increases in the nanocomposite Tg at low loadings
[186].

A striking example of this behavior was reported in nano-
composites of TEGO and poly(acrylonitrile) (PAN), where a shift in
Tg of 40 �C at only 0.05 wt% loading of TEGO was observed [7]. In
addition to the residual hydroxyl groups present on the TEGO
surfaces promoting a positive Tg shift due to favorable non-covalent
interactions with the polymer, the nanoscale roughness of the
TEGO sheets was suggested to accentuate the effect [7]. Tg shifts
have also been observed for CMG/polymer nanocomposites where
the polymer is covalently bound to the platelet surface. In one
report, GeOwith PVA chains grafted to the surface via esterification
was incorporated into a bulk PVA matrix, and the resulting
composites showed a 35 �C shift in Tg [187]. Other reports on CMG
composites with covalent matrixefiller interfaces have shown
smaller but significant Tg shifts [96,188]; for such composites, it has
been reported that higher grafting densities and lower molecular
weight of grafted chains correlated with higher Tg values [130]. In
general, Tg shifts over 20 �C are unusualdsome studies have
reported maximum Tg shifts between 10 and 20 �C [165,175,189],
but many are lower still. Decreases in Tg have also been noted in
composites which otherwise showed improvements in stiffness
and electrical conductivity [157].
Fig. 10. Conductivity of composites of PS filled with phenyl isocyanate-functionalized
RG-O versus filler volume fraction, illustrating the power-law dependence of
conductivity above the percolation threshold fc (adapted from Ref. [55]).
7. Electrical percolation and conductivity

One of the most promising aspects of graphene-based materials
is their potential for use in device and other electronics applica-
tions, owing to their high electrical conductivity. ‘Paper’ materials
made of stacked RGeO platelets have been reported to exhibit
conductivities as high as 35,100 S/m [190], and such highly
conductive materials, when used as fillers, may increase the bulk
conductivity of an otherwise insulating polymer (e.g., poly(styrene)
[55], poly(ethylene terephthalate) [113], etc.) by several orders of
magnitude. In order for a nanocomposite with an insulating matrix
to be electrically conductive, the concentration of the conducting
filler must be above the electrical percolation threshold, where
a conductive network of filler particles is formed [191]. As shown in
Fig. 10, once electrical percolation has been achieved, the increase
in conductivity as a function of filler loading can be modeled by
a simple power-law expression

sc ¼ sf ðf� fcÞt

where f is the filler volume fraction, fc is the percolation threshold,
sf is the filler conductivity, s is the composite conductivity, and t is
a scaling exponent. The filler need not be in direct contact for
current flow; rather, conduction can take place via tunneling
between thin polymer layers surrounding the filler particles, and
this tunneling resistance is said to be the limiting factor in the
composite conductivity [192,193]. Interestingly, recent work on
TEGO/poly(vinylidene fluoride) nanocomposites showed
a decrease in composite resistivity with increasing temperature
(a negative temperature coefficient, or NTC, effect), which may
suggest that for this system that the interplatelet contact resistance
dominates over the tunneling resistance [177].

The electrical percolation thresholds achieved with graphene-
based nanocomposites are often compared with those reported
for CNT/polymer composites. Comparison of the sampling of
percolation thresholds shown in Table 1 (representing the lowest
threshold values reported to date) with comprehensive data



Table 1
Values of the lowest electrical percolation thresholds and maximum electrical conductivities which have been reported in the literature for GNP and graphene-based
nanocomposites for selected polymer matrices.

Matrix polymer Filler type Lowest percolation threshold
reported (wt%)

Ref. Filler type Maximum conductivity (S/cm)a Ref.

Epoxy Funct. EG 1.0 [74] RGeO w0.05 (19 wt%) [208]
Nylon-6 GO 0.5 [168] GO 8.4 � 10�3 (1.8 wt%) [168]
Poly(aniline) (doped) GNP 0.7 [298] GNP 522 (10 wt%) [298]
Polycarbonate TEGO 0.3 [157] TEGO 0.5 (4.8 wt%) [157]
Poly(ethylene) RGeO 0.2 [198] RGeO 0.1 (1.3 wt%) [198]
Poly(ethylene terephthalate) TEGO 1.0 [113] TEGO 0.02 (6.5 wt%) [113]
Poly(methyl methacrylate) GNP 0.7 [84] GNP w1 (10 wt%) [84]
Poly(propylene) GNP 0.7 [119] GNP 5 � 10�3 (10 wt%) [119]
Poly(styrene) Funct. GeO 0.2 [55] RGeO 0.15 (2 wt%) [147]
Poly(vinyl alcohol) RGeO 0.5 [165] RGeO 0.1 (7.5 wt%) [165]
Poly(vinyl chloride) GNP 1.4 [299] GNP 0.06 (14.8 wt%) [299]
Poly(vinylidene fluoride) TEGO 2.0 [177] TEGO 3 � 10�4 (4 wt%) [177]
Polyurethaneb TEGO 0.6 [26] TEGO N/A (3.6 wt%) [26]

a When loading was reported in volume percent, the density of bulk graphite (2.2 g/cm3) was used to convert to a weight percent loading.
b Minimum resistance reported: w200 U.
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compiled on CNT-based nanocomposites [194] reveals that the
lowest values reported for GNP- and graphene-based nano-
composites are, in general, somewhat higher than those reported
for CNT-based composites. In particular, CNT/epoxy nano-
composites have been reported with electrical percolation thresh-
olds as low as approximately 0.0025 wt% [195,196], far lower than
has been reported for any graphene-based nanocomposite. These
exceptional results have been ascribed to ‘kinetic percolation’ that
most notably arises in composites with a low viscosity during
processing (e.g., pre-cured epoxy), which can induce formation of
a flocculated network of CNTs that electrically percolates at a much
lower loading than possible with well-dispersed, randomly
oriented fillers [156,197]. While comparison of the electrical
percolation thresholds of composites is often valid, one must
consider the influence of the sample geometry used for the
conductivity measurements. For instance, a sufficiently long nano-
tube may be able to bridge between the electrodes for a sufficiently
small test specimen, potentially suggesting a low percolation
threshold which would otherwise not exist in a bulk composite
specimen of much larger size.

It has been said that a high degree of dispersion may not
necessarily yield the lowest onset of electrical percolation [156], as
a sheath of polymer may coat the surfaces of well-dispersed filler
and prevent direct interparticle contact. Indeed, the lowest perco-
lation threshold achieved thus far for a graphene-based polymer
nanocomposite (approximately 0.15wt%; see Table 1) was observed
when the filler was not homogeneously dispersed in the polymer
matrix, but rather segregated from the matrix to form a conductive
network [198]. In this study, PE particles were mixed with GeO in
a water/ethanol mixture and were reduced using hydrazine,
causing agglomeration of the RGeO and subsequent deposition
onto the PE particles. This heterogeneous system was then hot
pressed to generate a composite with a segregated, highly con-
ducting network of RGeO filler [198]; however, such a morphology
could compromise the composite’s mechanical properties due to
the agglomeration of filler [24]. In a related approach, an emulsion
mixing method was used to coat polycarbonate microspheres with
TEGO prior to compression molding which lowered the percolation
threshold by over 50% versus a standard solution mixing method
(to approximately 0.31 wt%, from 0.84 wt%) [157]. TEM observa-
tions showed a uniform dispersion of TEGO in the solution-mixed
composites, compared with a segregated conductive network of
TEGO in the emulsion-mixed composites, perhaps due to the
exclusion of TEGO from the microspheres. Moreover, these
composites (made by both dispersion methods) showed improved
mechanical properties [157].
Alignment of the filler also plays a major role in the onset of
electrical percolation: when the platelets are aligned in the matrix,
there are, at least at relatively low concentrations, fewer contacts
between them, and thus the percolation threshold would be
expected to increase [199]. Compression molded polycarbonate
and polyester/TEGO composites with aligned platelets were
reported to show an electrical percolation threshold roughly twice
that of annealed samples with randomly oriented platelets
[148,153], while in another study, injection molding was reported
to raise the percolation threshold over an order of magnitude
versus compression molding for a GNP/polypropylene composite
[119]. In general, the percolation threshold for electrical conduc-
tivity is often slightly higher than for rheological percolation, due to
the requirement for closer proximity between platelets for particle
tunneling (approximately 5 nm) for electrical percolation versus
bridging by the interphase, which may extend over tens of nano-
meters [32,185,200]. In addition to lowering the percolation
threshold, slight aggregation of the conductive filler may also
improve the maximum electrical conductivities of these compos-
ites [194,201]. A combination of conductive carbon fillers may also
be beneficial for lowering the electrical percolation threshold of
graphene-based nanocomposites [202].

The electrical percolation threshold also depends on the
intrinsic filler properties, and both theoretical models [203,204]
and experiments [205] suggest that the electrical conductivity of
a CMG/polymer nanocomposite depends strongly on the aspect
ratio of the platelets, with a higher aspect ratio translating to
a higher conductivity. Transistors produced using a phenyl isocya-
nate-functionalized RGeO/PS composite as the active layer
reportedly exhibited an increased carrier mobility for composites
containing larger-area platelets, suggesting that sheetesheet
junctions limit the composite conductivity [205] (Fig.11). Wrinkled,
folded, or otherwise non-ideal platelet conformations may also
raise the electrical percolation threshold [206].

Aside from being used to impart electrical conductivity to an
insulating polymer host, graphene-based fillers can also endow
other unique electrical properties to composites. The positive
temperature coefficient (PTC) of resistivity of an RGeO/poly
(ethylene) composite was stated to be tunable by varying the time
of an isothermal heat treatment of the composite (at 180 �C), which
was thought to randomize the RGeO network and raise the resis-
tivity, thus raising the PTC [207]. Graphene-based composites are
being explored for their dielectric properties [208], and in one
study a large increase in the dielectric constant (up to 4.5 � 107

at 1000 Hz) was reported in a GNP/poly(vinylidene fluoride)
composite near the percolation threshold of the composite [209].



Fig. 11. (a) A transistor based off a poly(styrene)/phenyl isocyanate-functionalized RGeO composite shows different levels of (b) electrical conductivity and (c) carrier mobility
depending on the aspect ratio of the platelets. The average lateral dimensions for the three platelet sizes studied were 0.44 mm, 1.5 mm, and 22.4 mm for the light grey, black, and
medium grey points, respectively (adapted from Ref. [205]).
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Notably, a variety of device applications have also been explored for
graphene-based composites and these will be discussed in
a following section.
Fig. 12. Stressestrain plots of poly(vinyl alcohol)/RGeO composites as a function of
filler loading, showing the pronounced reinforcing effect of RGeO. Tensile strength and
elongation at break show opposing trends with increasing volume fraction of RGeO
(adapted from Ref. [102]).
8. Reinforcement and mechanical properties

The in-plane elastic modulus of pristine, defect-free graphene is
approximately 1.1 TPa and is the strongest material that has ever
been measured on a micron length scale [210]. CMG platelets
exhibit an appreciably lower in-plane stiffness which calculations
suggest may scale inversely with an increasing level of oxidation of
the platelets [211]. A study using AFM nanoindentation on sus-
pended CMG platelets reported the opposite, with the elastic
modulus of the platelets evidently increasing with increasing
oxidation level (decreasing conductivity), ranging from 250 GPa for
RGeO platelets up to approximately 650 GPa for GeO platelets [22].
In another study, AFM tip-induced deformation on suspended
platelets yielded an elastic modulus of monolayer GeO platelets of
approximately 208 GPa. Moreover, the measurements revealed
similar modulus values for two- and three-layer GeO platelets, at
low strain [21]. These relatively large modulus values (compared to
most polymeric materials), coupled with the large surface areas of
the platelets, allow GO-derived fillers to be the primary load-
bearing component of a polymer nanocomposite [161]. Fig. 12
provides an example of the reinforcing effect reported for PVA/
RGeO composites.

Once dispersed in a polymer matrix, these compliant sheets or
thin platelets commonly adopt wavy or wrinkled structures which
may effectively reduce these modulus values [149], as crumpled
platelets would tend to unfold rather than stretch in-plane under
an applied tensile stress. Moreover, platelet restacking or incom-
plete exfoliation to single platelets could also lead to lower effective
modulus values due to the decreased aspect ratios [161]. Highly
crumpled conformations are often reported in composites using
TEGO as filler, which alongwith structural defects generated during
the high-temperature exfoliation processes [15], may significantly
reduce the effective stiffness of the platelets and thus diminish
their reinforcing capability. For instance, polycarbonate and poly
(ethylene-2,6-naphthalate) (PEN) composites filled with TEGO
showed only slightly larger modulus gains than composites rein-
forced with graphite at equivalent loadings, and calculations based
on this experimental data suggested an effective modulus of
around 70 GPa for TEGOdless than one-third of the measured
value for single-layer RGeO [148,153]. Conversely, other studies
have reported significant reinforcement from TEGO, attributed to
strong interfacial bonding augmented by mechanical interlocking
with the matrix due to the nanoscale roughness of the platelets
[7,212]. Notably, the composites showing weaker reinforcement
from TEGO were processed with melt mixing, which could possibly
reduce the platelet aspect ratio (and thus reinforcement) due to
particle attrition [32].

Aside from these issues with the intrinsic structure of GO-
derived fillers, the reinforcing effectiveness observed from these
materials thus far may be limited by problems with interfacial
adhesion and spatial distribution of filler. Mechanical property
enhancements have been found to correlate with improved nano-
filler dispersion [23], and alignment of the filler in the matrix may
increase reinforcement [161]. However, there is evidence that
nanofillers (including CNTs and organoclays) which appear



Fig. 13. Elastic moduli of polyurethane composites with flake graphite, TEGO (‘TRG’),
and phenyl isocyanate-functionalized GeO platelets (PheiGO) as filler, processed by
either melt mixing, solvent mixing, or in situ polymerization (PheiGO composites were
made by solution mixing). Fitting of the data to micro-mechanical models (solid lines)
allows for calculations of effective aspect ratios (Af) to quantify dispersion (adapted
from Ref. [26]).
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uniformly dispersed on short length scales may actually be aggre-
gated into micron-scale fractal-like structures [156,213,214]. It has
been suggested that such aggregates may be highly compliant and
could reduce the effective aspect ratio of the filler, with both factors
diminishing the reinforcing effect [156]. On the other hand, some
have suggested that the presence of large-scale aggregates of filler
is beneficial for reinforcement [138,215]. In any case, consideration
of higher levels of nanocomposite structural hierarchy (as charac-
terized by SAXS and USAXS, for example) may ultimately be
necessary for extracting the full reinforcement potential of gra-
phene-based fillers, and polymer-grafted platelets could potentially
provide one route to tailoring the spatial distribution of filler
[138,215].

Strong interfacial adhesion between the platelets and polymer
matrix is also crucial for effective reinforcement [111,214,216e218].
Aside from making dispersion difficult, incompatibility between
the phases may lower stress transfer due to low interfacial adhe-
sion, resulting in a lower composite modulus [219]. Measurements
of graphene-polymer interfacial adhesion have been carried out
using AFM and Raman spectroscopy [220,221]. Evaluation of
Raman spectra measured under strain revealed an interfacial shear
stress of approximately 2.3 MPa in a graphene/PMMA composite
(where the graphene was produced by micro-mechanical exfolia-
tion) [220]. This value is similar to the value (2.7 MPa) of interfacial
shear stress predicted by simulations of a polyethylene/CNT
nanocomposite with only van der Waals interactions between the
matrix and filler [222], suggesting that the interaction between
PMMA and the monolayer graphene platelets was also mediated by
weak dispersive forces. By comparison, interfacial shear stresses up
to 47 MPa have been measured for CNT/polymer composites [223]
and values up to 500 MPa have been predicted for CNT-filled
composites with covalent bonding at the matrixefiller interface
[224]. These measurements thus suggest low levels of reinforce-
ment for graphene-based polymer nanocomposites in the absence
of covalent or stronger non-covalent bonding between the phases,
emphasizing the importance of ‘engineering’ the fillerematrix
interface in these systems.

Small molecule functionalization of graphene-based materials,
either covalent or non-covalent, is a route to tailor the interface to
promote stronger non-covalent interactions between the matrix
and platelets [26]. Hydrogen bonding between GO-derived fillers
and their polymer hosts has been cited as a major factor in large
modulus and strength improvements observed in several polymers
that can serve as hydrogen bond acceptors and/or donors
[7,101,105,225]. Formation of a crystalline layer around the platelets
by an isothermal treatment may also enhance stress transfer, as has
been reported for a poly(caprolactone) (PCL)/GeO composite [167].
Covalent bonding between the filler and matrix may provide the
most effective means to increase the interfacial shear stress for
improving stress transfer [218]. Monomers or chain extenders
containing functional groups that can react directly with GeO in an
in situ step-growth polymerizationmay thus covalently link GeO to
thematrix; as recently reported for a Nylon-6/GeO nanocomposite,
this approach resulted in an unprecedented doubling of modulus
and strength versus neat Nylon-6 at just 0.1 wt% loading [141]. The
formation of covalent bonds between matrix and filler has also
been reported to improve mechanical properties in epoxy and
polyurethane composites with GNP and GO-derived fillers
[26,74,140,226e228]. In addition, incorporation of polymer-grafted
CMG fillers has been reported to greatly enhance the mechanical
properties of PS [96], PMMA [129,188], and PVDF [128]. For such
polymer-grafted fillers incorporated into a chemically identical
polymer matrix, improvements in reinforcement may be strongly
influenced by the relativemolecular weights of the grafted polymer
and matrix polymer [229].
Particularly largemodulusgainshavebeen reported inelastomeric
matrices, most notably polyurethanes [26,140,226,227,230e232]. It
has been pointed out that the pronounced modulus increases of
elastomers may arise from the large difference in modulus between
the filler and matrixdwhich also makes elastomers less sensitive to
filler defects and non-ideal conformations than rigid thermoplas-
ticsdindeed, for graphene-based polyurethane composites the rein-
forcementeffectwas reported to be significantlyattenuatedabove the
soft segment Tg (approximately�30 �C) [26]. Increases in modulus of
over two orders ofmagnitude (from approximately 10MPa to 1.5 GPa
at 55 wt% GNP [230]) have been reported in polyurethanes. In one
study, moderate ductility was said to be retained despite the high
loading, affording a composite with modulus and strength compa-
rable to many rigid thermoplastics (e.g., polycarbonate) but with
amuch higher toughness and strain at break (15%) [230]. As shown in
Fig. 13, polyurethane/TEGO composites made via in situ polymeriza-
tion showed less improvement in modulus as compared with solu-
tion-mixed composites despite good dispersion, possibly due to chain
extension by TEGO which may have inhibited formation of ordered,
hydrogen-bonded hard segments [26]. In the case of a silicone foam/
TEGO nanocomposite, densification of the composite relative to the
neat foam may have complemented the effect of particle reinforce-
ment, leading to the observed 200% increase in the normalized
compressive modulus at just 0.25 wt% [233]. While the reported
modulus increases are often significant, generally the remarkable
ductility of elastomers is significantly compromised by incorporation
of rigid filler; furthermore, graphene-filled elastomers often show
a decline in tensile strength.

Beyond simple reinforcing effects, improvements in fracture
toughness, fatigue strength, and buckling resistance have been
noted in graphene-based composites [158,180,212,234e236]. At
equivalent loadings, in situ polymerized TEGO/epoxy composites
reportedly showamuch higher buckling strength, fracture strength,
and fracture energy than single- or multi-walled nanotubes-filled
composites. In one study, a 94% increase in the fracture toughness of
an epoxy/CMG composite versus neat epoxy was reported at 0.6 wt
% loading. The toughness increase was attributed to the presence of
pendant amine functionality on the CMG platelets potentially



Fig. 14. Combination of graphite nanoplatelets (GNP) and single-walled carbon
nanotubes (SWNTs) synergistically improve the thermal conductivity of epoxy. TEM
studies established the presence of SWNTs bridging between dispersed GNPs (as
shown in the schematic, inset) which may be responsible for the effect (adapted from
Ref. [248]).
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creating a “flexible interphase,” although cross-linking between the
CMG platelets may have also played a role [180]. Both increases
[236] and decreases [237] in the impact strength of graphene-based
composites have been reported.

As suggested above, GO-derived fillers could show superior
reinforcement to layered clays due to their higher intrinsic stiffness.
Calculations have suggested that randomly oriented graphene
platelets may also produce nanocomposites with higher stiffness
and strength than randomly oriented nanotubes, although calcu-
lations suggest that aligned CNTsmay provide better reinforcement
than aligned platelets at equivalent loading, aspect ratio, and
dispersion [238]. Comparisons with GNP-filled composites
[36,116,117,119,176,239] reveal that, generally, better mechanical
properties are evidently achieved using well-exfoliated, GO-
derived fillers at equivalent loadings. This may be primarily due to
the relatively large platelet thicknesses (with a stacked structure) of
GNP fillers, resulting in a lower aspect ratio and lower effective
platelet modulus, thus decreasing their reinforcing effect. Notably,
filler combinations such as SWNTs and TEGO [240] as well as TEGO
and GO [241] may provide synergistic reinforcement, although the
benefit (or lack of benefit) of these systems versus a single CMG
filler at the same loading has not been fully established.

Comparisons of micro-mechanical predictions (e.g., Mori-
Tanaka and Halpin-Tsai models) with experimental results on
nanocomposites seem to indicate that reinforcement arises
predominately from the native properties of the filler [111,161]. On
the other hand, it has been suggested that the interphase concepts
used to explain viscoelastic behavior may play a significant role in
reinforcement owing to themodification of the properties of a large
volume fraction of the matrix [163,216,242e244]. While these
micro-mechanical models have been applied to some graphene-
based composites in some reports [102,148,153], other results using
GO-derived fillers have reportedly shown reinforcement at low
loadings that exceed the upper-bound modulus predictions of
these micro-mechanical models, perhaps suggesting a non-negli-
gible contribution from the modified interphase matrix for such
‘strongly bonded’ systems [7,158]. Regardless, the apparent
discrepancy between these results and theory highlights the need
to develop further understanding of the relative contributions of
native filler properties and changes in the polymer matrix in
regards to the reinforcement of these systems.

9. Thermal conductivity, thermal stability, and dimensional
stability

The exceptional thermal properties of GNPs and graphene-
based materials have been harnessed as fillers to improve the
thermal conductivity, thermal stability, and dimensional stability of
polymers. Pristine graphene is highly thermally conductive; at
room temperature, the thermal conductivity has been measured to
be exceed 3000 W/m K when suspended [245,246] and approxi-
mately 600W/m K when supported on a SiO2 substrate [247]. CNTs
show similar intrinsic thermal conductivities, but the sheet-like
geometry of graphene-based materials may provide lower inter-
facial thermal resistance and thus produce larger conductivity
improvements in polymer composites [248,249]. The geometry of
graphite and graphene filler can also impart significant anisotropy
to the thermal conductivity of the polymer composite [36], with the
measured in-plane thermal conductivity as much as ten times
higher than the cross-plane conductivity [250,251].

Many of the same considerations discussed for reinforcement
and electrical conductivity apply for improving thermal conduc-
tivity. Close interparticle contact reduces thermal resistance and
thermal conductivity in nanocomposites has been rationalizedwith
percolation theory [252,253]. Since phonons are the primary mode
of thermal conduction in polymers, covalent bonding between the
matrix and filler can reduce phonon scattering at the matrixefiller
interface, promoting higher composite thermal conductivity [175].
However, just as with electrical conduction, thermal conduction in
nanocomposites can be compromised to some degree by platelet
functionalization to enhance interfacial bonding [254].

Thermal conductivity studies of GNP and graphene-based
composites have largely focused on epoxy matrix composites
[175,179,248,250,255e257]. Significant improvements in thermal
conductivity have been achieved in these systems (with composite
conductivities ranging from 3 to 6 W/m K, up from approximately
0.2 W/m K for neat epoxy), but such large gains require relatively
high carbon loadings (20 wt% and higher). Conductivities as high
80W/m K at 64 wt% have been reported for epoxy/GNP composites,
based on measurements of the thermal diffusivity [250]. The much
smaller thermal conductivity contrast between polymer matrices
and carbon nanofillers (as compared with electrical conductivity)
may be the reason for the lower increases in thermal conductivity
observed versus electrical conductivity at a given loading [95].
Different techniques have been utilized to lower the filler loading
necessary to achieve large thermal conductivity gains. For instance,
functionalization of EG with amine silyl groups improved the
thermal conductivity by up to 20% over unmodified EG at the same
loading [175]. A synergistic effect of combining SWNTs and GNPs
(maximizing at a ratio of approximately 3:1 of GNPs:SWNTs) was
reported, with TEM observations by the authors used to attribute
the effect to the morphology of the filler blend inwhich the SWNTs
bridged across adjacent GNP platelets, forming an extended
network of filler in direct contact (Fig. 14) [248]. For GeO platelets
with surface-initiated polymer brushes, higher composite thermal
conductivities were reported to correlate with lower molecular
weights of polymer and lower initiator grafting densities, perhaps
illustrating the negative effect of excessive functionalization on
thermal conduction [130].

A significant number of reports have reported increased thermal
stability (as typically defined by the maximum mass loss rate
measured by thermogravimetric methods) of polymers using GNPs
and various CMGs as filler [114,116,170,177]; even GO can enhance
the overall composite thermal stability versus the neat polymer
[141,181], despite being thermally unstable itself. Studies on
nanoclay-filled composites have suggested improved thermal
stability trends with increased levels of exfoliation and interfacial
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adhesion [258]. Most of these studies have focused on non-oxida-
tive stability (heating under inert gas such as nitrogen or argon)
and comparatively little data exists on the oxidative stability of GO
composites. Increases in the onset of (non-oxidative) degradation
of 20e30 �C and higher have been reported with GO-derived fillers
[7,103,104,177]. However, GO is not always observed to confer
thermal stabilitydin one case the presence of GO filler was found
to accelerate the decomposition kinetics [259].

The negative coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) of graphene
[260,261], along with its high specific surface area and high stiff-
ness, can significantly lower the coefficient of thermal expansion
(CTE) of a polymer matrix [111]. In one study, the CTE of an epoxy/
GeO composite was lowered by nearly 32% for temperatures below
the Tg of the matrix at 5 wt% loading, although at 1 wt%, SWNTs
produced a larger decrease in CTE than GeO platelets also loaded at
1 wt% (the two fillers were not compared at 5 wt%) [255].
Comparedwith CNTs, GNPswere reported to decrease the CTE of PP
in two directions instead of one when aligned in the matrix [36].
10. Gas barrier properties

The incorporation of GNPs and GO-derived fillers can signifi-
cantly reduce gas permeation through a polymer composite rela-
tive to the neat matrix polymer. A percolating network of platelets
can provide a ‘tortuous path’ which inhibits molecular diffusion
through the matrix, thus resulting in significantly reduced
permeability (Fig. 15) [111]. Permeability studies on CMG/PS
nanocomposites, however, suggest that at low loadings (e.g., below
0.05 vol%), the reduction in permeability of the composite is largely
driven by a reduction in gas solubility in the composite, with
diffusion effects becoming more important at higher loadings
[262]. Orientation of the platelets may further enhance barrier
properties perpendicular to their alignment, while higher platelet
aspect ratios correlate with increased barrier resistance [111].
Notably, the one-dimensional geometry of CNTs may limit their
effectiveness in improving the barrier properties of a composite
relative to the neat polymer [26].

Both GNP and GO-derived fillers have been investigated in
various permeation studies [26,36,114,115,153,262]; for thermo-
plastics, results include a 20% reduction in oxygen permeability for
PP with 6.5 wt% GNP [36], and a 39% reduction in the nitrogen
permeability of a polycarbonate/TEGO composite at approximately
3.5 wt% loading [153]. As shown in Fig.15, PS/CMG compositeswere
reported to show a lower oxygen permeability than exfoliated
montmorillonite/PS composites at equivalent loadings [262]. In
Fig. 15. (a) Illustration of formation of a ‘tortuous path’ of platelets inhibiting diffusion o
permeability of PS/CMG (‘PGN’) and PS/montmorillonite (‘PCN’) composites as a function
(adapted from Ref. [262]).
a comparative study of GO-derived fillers in thermoplastic poly-
urethanes, phenyl isocyanate-functionalized GeO platelets were
reported to confer superior barrier properties relative toTEGO, with
up to a 99% reduction in nitrogen permeability observed at
approximately 3.7 wt% loading comparedwith an 81% reduction for
TEGO at the same loading. Notably, the barrier properties in this
study correlated with modulus improvements suggesting better
filler alignment or higher aspect ratio for the functionalized GeO
composites [26].
11. Applications of graphene-based polymer nanocomposites

Though numerous challenges remain in developing a funda-
mental understanding of GO-derived materials and their polymer
composites, these materials have already been explored for a range
of applications. Reflective of GeO’s close relationship to graphene,
many of the applications have focused on harnessing its electronic
properties, particularly for devices. However, this is somewhat
counterintuitive given that GeO is essentially an insulating mate-
rial. For device applications, typically the GeO platelets and poly-
mer are mixed and then the GeO platelets are reduced using
hydrazine (or other strong chemical reductants) or thermal
annealing, as discussed in the examples above.

One notable exception to this paradigm can be found in the
development of an electronic memory device. Using the previously
described surface-initiated polymerization methods, poly(t-buty-
lacrylate) was reportedly grown from the surface of a thin film of
GeO platelets [132]. The functionalized sheets were blended with
P3HT and spun cast onto a surface of indium tin oxide (ITO), and
then coated with a layer of aluminum. This device made use of the
low conductivity of stacked and overlapped GeO platelets as
a means of creating a barrier for inter-lamellar electron-hole
recombination after excitons were formed. This created a clearly
defined OFF state for the memory device. At the switching potential
(found to be relatively high; �1.6 V), electrons were said to be
excited from the HOMO of the P3HT portion of the mixture into the
LUMO of the GeO platelet film/poly(t-butylacrylate) portion via
intermolecular charge transfer. As the oxygen-containing func-
tional groups of GeO platelets are believed to be inhomogeneously
distributed across the lamellae [3], the excited electrons were able
to travel relatively freely within the highly delocalized p-domains.
Notably, the low bulk conductivity prevented recombination,
resulting in a non-volatile memory storage system. This unique
example took advantage of what is often perceived as a negative
trait of GeO platelet material: its low conductivity. In contrast,
f gases through a polymer composite (Nielsen model). (b) Measurements of oxygen
of filler loading, compared with two theoretical models of composite permeability
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metal- and dopant-free conductive composites can be prepared
from electrically conductive CMGs. These studies typically utilize
the high degree of surface functionalization present on GeO
platelets to attach polymers or polymerization initiators (grafting-
to or grafting-from approaches, as previously discussed), followed
by reduction of the oxidized surface to render the composite
electrically conductive.

Field effect transistors (FETs) [205], solar cells (and other opto-
electronic applications) [263], and energy storage devices [264] are
three areas where such conductive composites may be particularly
applicable. All of these applications capitalize upon the high
conductivity inherent to many CMG composites. Photovoltaics and
optoelectronics, in particular, rely on the fact that monolayers of
graphene are about 98% transparent but still have high electrical
conductivity. This feature makes graphene-based materials poten-
tially well-suited to address issues related to photoexcitation and
exciton mobility/diffusion as transparent conducting electrodes
[265e268]. Overall efficiencies for these devices are still relatively
low todate (typically less than1%power conversionefficiency)when
applied as organic photovoltaics, but this remains an area of interest
particularly since the testing of these materials started so recently.

In addition to conductive polymers such as P3HT, graphene-
based composites incorporating PANI have been studied as energy
storage materials. Specific capacitances reported from 210 F/g to
over 1000 F/g have been reported for these composites [269e274].
The precise reasons for this enhancement in energy storage
capacity are still under investigation, but the authors state that this
likely involves Faradaic transitions between the three different
oxidation states of PANI (leucoemeraldine, emeraldine salt, and
pernigraniline), in addition to the electrochemical double-layer
capacitance (EDLC; general schematic shown in Fig. 16) provided by
the carbon material [275]. It has been reported that PANI can
intercalate into the layers of unexfoliated GO, increasing compati-
bility between the phases [181,276e278]. Even when GO was not
reduced, the composite was rendered conductive by the PANI
[276,277], though to a lesser extent thanwhen RGeO platelets were
incorporated [269].

Aside from devices, a host of diverse applications have been
envisioned for graphene-based nanocomposites, all harnessing the
property improvements discussed in the previous sections. For
instance, the electrical conductivity of these composites may find
use in electromagnetic wave interference shielding and anti-static
coatings [208], while potentially maintaining properties of the host
polymer such as transparency by virtue of the low percolation
thresholds of these composite systems [55]. The combination of the
Fig. 16. Schematic of test electrochemical double-layer capacitor (EDLC) assembly and struct
the electrolyte ions, which can be conveyed via diffusion and the segmental motion of the
improved barrier properties and increased light absorption of
a CMG/PS composite versus neat PS suggests wider application as
a packaging material [262]. The mechanical reinforcement ach-
ieved at low loadings of GO-derived filler offers potential uses in
weight-sensitive aerospace and automotive applications such as
tires, which could also benefit from the conductivity of RGeO
platelets. Electrically conductive and robust GO-derived composite
membranes could find use as capacitive pressure sensors in MEMS
applications [279]. One less conventional application for these
composites may be in self-healing materials [280,281]: very small
loadings of multi-layer graphene in a shape memory epoxy matrix
was reported to improve the composite’s resistance to crack
formation, thus enhancing scratch recovery upon heating above its
Tg [282]. Interestingly, the filler used in this study was grown via
microwave plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition, repre-
senting the first report of graphene composite filler generated from
a ‘bottom-up’ synthesis route.

Nanofillers can also be used to reduce or overcome the intrinsic
flammability of thermoplastics [111], and such applications have
been explored for GO, despite the high flammability of GO when
contaminated by synthetic byproducts such as potassium salts
[283]. However, the thermal expansion of GO coupled with its
evolution of gaseous byproducts (e.g., CO2) at high temperatures
may confer flame retardancy [284]. A recent study compared the
fire retardancy of a GO/Nylon-6 composite to a nanoclay/Nylon-6
composite, and concluded that the volumetric expansion of GO
particles conferred good short-term fire resistance, but the low
structural integrity of the resulting material and release of oxidants
on heating was a major disadvantage relative to nanoclays [285].

An emerging research direction for graphene-based composites
is focused on biomedical applications. Graphene has been investi-
gated for biosensor applications [286] and efforts have been
directed at graphene-based composite biosensors as well
[287e289]. Composite films of DNA and RGeO platelets have been
prepared via solution mixing, and incorporation of other biological
macromolecules alongwith DNAmayprovide a general approach to
multifunctional, biocompatible composites [290]. A biocompatible
hydrogel composite produced via physical cross-linking of PVA
chains between GeO platelets showed a controlled release of
Vitamin B12 depending on solution pH, and the authors stated this
could find use in drug delivery [291]. Moreover, biocompatible free-
standing composite films of poly(oxyethylene sorbitan laurate)
(TWEEN) with roughly 38 wt% RGeO could find use in transplant
devices and implants [292]. Other biocompatible and biodegradable
polymer composites have also been investigated, and incorporation
ural model of a polymer/GO composite assembled in the EDLC. The spheres in represent
polymer chains (adapted from Ref. [264]).
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of GeO platelets into chitosan [189,225] and poly(lactide) [114,164],
in particular, may greatly expand the utility of these polymers that
are otherwise limited by their mechanical properties.

12. Conclusions

Graphene-based polymer nanocomposites represent one of the
most technologically promising developments to emerge from the
interface of graphene-based materials and polymer materials.
However, there are still many challenges that must be addressed for
these nanocomposites to reach their full potential. For example, the
sonication and thermal shock techniques commonly used to exfo-
liate GO also reduce the aspect ratio of the exfoliated platelets,
which may negatively affect reinforcement as well as electrical and
thermal properties [8,52]. Results suggesting poor interfacial
adhesion in graphene-polymer composites in the absence of cova-
lent bonding or additional non-covalent binding interactions such
as pep interactions or hydrogen bonding underscore the impor-
tance of the platelet surface chemistry in reinforcement and the
need for continued progress in this direction [220]. Moreover, the
defects introduced into GeO platelets by either the oxidation to
convert graphite to GO or the processing to generate GeO platelets,
might ultimately limit the electrical conductivity and mechanical
properties achievable with RGeO platelets relative to pristine and
defect-free graphene platelets. Thus, methods of graphene platelet
production which preserve its extended, conjugated structure may
find favor for certain demanding applications of graphene-based
composites [12].

Further property improvements in graphene-based composites
will be influenced by improved morphological control. Defects and
wrinkles in platelets are likely to influence their reinforcing capa-
bilities, and so exfoliation and/or dispersion techniques that
promote a more elongated morphology could conceivably further
improvemechanical properties of these composites. Also, increased
control over alignment and spatial organization of graphene-based
fillers could be beneficial to nearly all types of composite proper-
ties. Thermal annealing of graphene-based composites to
randomize GNP and graphene-based platelets may benefit the
composite’s electrical conductivity [153], whereas improved
alignment of the platelets may improve reinforcement [161]. A
variety of techniques for alignment of CNTs in polymer composites
have been reported [293], and some of these techniques may find
use for graphene-based composites. While the end application of
graphene-based composites may dictate their specific morpho-
logical characteristics, the use of ‘top-down’ patterning or ‘bottom-
up’ mesophase self-assembly approaches that have better
morphological control could help to guide future studies of these
systems, which may reveal new applications for these composites
[213].

Despite these challenges, some of which are not unique to gra-
phene-based nanocomposites, polymer nanocomposites have
already found use in industry and their commercial impact is
expected bymany to rise significantly in the future [294]. As further
improvements are made in the chemical production of graphene-
based materials [295], composites using this class of filler could
become a commercial reality. Notably, there is already significant
effort and industrial interest in scaling upGOproduction [296]; GNP
fillers have attracted similar attention [297]. Particularly relevant to
large-scale production and transport of GO, flammability issues
with this material have been identified and methods to alleviate
these problems have been demonstrated [283]. Graphite, the
precursor to GO and GO-derived fillers, is relatively cheap and
abundant [296], and this cost factor will likely remain one of the
primary advantages for using graphene-based fillers over CNTs in
nanocomposites particularly as work on scale-up progresses.
Furthermore,while CNTs and graphene reportedly offer comparable
mechanical and electrical property enhancements, graphene-based
materials appear to provide larger thermal conductivity enhance-
ment as well as the advantage of improving barrier properties. The
multifunctional property enhancements already demonstrated
with graphene-based fillers, coupled with their potential for low
cost and large-scale production, may expedite the applications of
these nanocomposites aswell as their transition to themarketplace.
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